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Abstract
Indonesian goverment released Presidential decree number 8 year 2012 on
Indonesian Qualification Framework (IQF). The IQF will have impacts on several
areas in educational system, including curriculum in higher education, standard of
competences of workers, and wages system in Indonesia. The curriculum of higher
education must adopt this IQF as a framework, in which the undergraduate students
must achieve level 6 of the IQF, level 7 for professions like teachers, level 8 and 9
for graduate and postgraduate. The level 6 of the IQF consists of five generic
competence, one of them is about character and the other four are related to the field
of study. The IQF’s generic competences must be describe more detail as learning
outcomes (LO) to guide universities to redevelop their curriculum. The problem is,
the decription of the IQF level 6 not available yet. This research aims to develop LO
derived from the IQF level 6 for biology education, chemistry education, and physic
education. The respondent consists of 87 science teachers, 54 lecturers, and 180
undergraduate students from five higher education institutions in Indonesia. The
results of the research is the accepted LO.
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INTRODUCTION
Rationale
IQF (Indonesian qualification Framework) is a grading system of competences in such a
way for bechmarking, leveling, and waging of workers in Indonesia. It is also integrating
education and training and usefull to certify working competences of the workers. The IQF also
has consequence on the workers appraisal or salary. The workers who will work in Indonesia
must undergo such a measurement based on the IQF to know the level of competence of the
workers. This will also affect the worker’s salary relating to level of the competence in the IQF.
In the long run, the IQF will also usefull for transfer of credit system of education.
Many countries has a qualification framework. Such qualification frameworks are AQF
(Australia), Europass (Europeans), NQF (England), NCP (France), NLQF (Natherland), and
WSQ (Singapore). Every qualification framework has different lavels. However, by using IQF,
the qualification levels can be compared from country to country. For example, the National
Qualifications Authority of Ireland completed its amalgamation with HETAC, FETAC and the
IUQB and a new integrated agency, Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) in November
2012.
Currently many foreigners workers come to work in Indonesia, and this trend will likely
increase in the future. In order to know their competences and to pay for their appropriate
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salary, the IQF will be used to judge their competences. On the contrary, some Indonesians may
go abroad to work in other countries. The IQF level of competence of them will be assigned to
compare to the qualification of the destination countries to judge their competences and their
salary (Perpres, 2012).
IQF also integrates educational and training system to the workplace interm of the
standard of competences. People may get their competences from education or from training;
and their is no guarantee that education is better than training and conversely. In the job market,
thou, the IQF can be assigned to judge their competence and to rate the their wages (Perpres No
8, 2012). Tis happens because the IQF is developed based on the Givernment decree number 31
year 2006 on the National Job Training system, and government act number 23 year 2004 on the
National Certification System and The law of worker system number 30 (Dirjen Dikti, 2010).
The European Qualification Framework (EQF) is one of the main references to develop
the IQF. In the EQF there are eight levels qualification (Cedefop, 2010), whiles IQF has nine
levels of qualification. Level 1 is the lowest level and level 9 is the highest level. Level 1-4 is
considered as an operator level, level 5-6 is a technician/analitical level, 6-7 is a profesion level,
and 8-9 is an expertise level (Perpers Republik Indonesia Nomor 8 Tahun 2012).

Figure 1. Level of qualification of the IQF and educational system (Endrotomo, 2012)
The qualifications, from level 1 to 9 can be achieved by both education and training.
Therefore there are four pathways to get the nine qualifications: (1) formal education, (2)
professional training, (3) careers in workplace, and (4) individual experiences (Dirjen Dikti,
2010) (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Nine levels of IQF and four pathways (Megawati Santoso, 2013)
Every levels of IQF consists of four major competency, those are (a) knowledge, (b)
skills, (c) research, and (d) managerial (Dikti, 2010:18). The four competences are considered
as generic competences. Beside the four competences, every worker must also possess a certain
moral and ethics.

Figure 3. IQF description: (a) Moral and Ethics, (b) Work competences, (c) Knowledge
comprehensions, and (d) Autonomy and responsibility (Megawati Santoso, 2013)
IQF formulate the moral, ethics and the other domain of competence into four generic
descriptors. The first descriptor is about moral and ethics. It is similar for all levels (Figure 3).
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Figure 4. Generic descriptors of the IQF for Moral and Ethics (Megawati Santoso, 2013).
The descriptors for the other domain (work competences, knowledge comprehensions,
and autonomy and responsibility) are variable for every level of the IQF. Every level has
different descriptors of the competence. Here the example of descriptors for the IQF level 6
(Figure 4). This research aims to describe learning outcomes (LO) from the level six and to get
agreement from the respondent concerning the LO.

Figure 5. The descriptors of the IQF level 6 (Megawati Santoso, 2013)
Statement of the Problem
The problems to study of this research is what are the descriptors of learning outcomes
(LO) for biology education based on the IQF level six agreed by the respondents? In this
research the generic descriptors of level six of the IQF are describe more specifically related to
biology education by lectures and graduate students of Yogyakarta State University. The
descriptions are sent to respondets to get the agreement index. The level of agreement analysed
by using the Kappa Cohen’s interatter agreement index to know the accepted LO.
Objective
The research objective is to describe learning outcomes (LO) for biology education
based on the IQF level six agreed by the respondents.
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RESEARCH METHOD
The research is R & D (Research and Development) follows the Borg & Gall’s model
(1983), modified into four steps (1) primary study, (2) development, (3) field test and validation,
and (4) dissemination. The first step is research and information collecting, including needs
assessment of teacher competences, literature study, and studying on governmental regulations
related to teaching competency. The second step is planning and developing of the preliminary
product, in this case is learning outcomes. The formulation of LO then validate by using expert
judgment. The LO then undergo field test. Respondent includes teacher (87 people), lecturers
(54 people), and university students (180 people) from five Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta
(UNY), Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia (UPI), Universitas Sriwijaya (UNSRI), Universitas
Lambung Mangkurat (UNLAM), Universitas Patimura (UNPATI), dan Universitas Nusa
Cendana (UNDANA). Data collection was mainly by using a questionnaire, followed by
observation and an interview. The data were analyzed by using descriptive statistics of interclass
correlation from Fernandez to know the agreement and reliability of the respondents to the item.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The data shows that they are 45 items of LO having a high percentage of agreement
among respondents.
Table 1. The description of the IQF level six for biology teacher
IQF level 6
Specific Descriptor (LO)
1. Mastering in1.1. Biology teacher candidates understand basic
concepts of biology necessary to teaching in
depth general
and specific
high schools, including:
theoretical
a. understanding the structure of biological
concepts of a
science,
certain
b. understanding the objects of biology,
knowledge and
c. understanding the problems to study in
capable to
biology,
formulate related
d. understanding the level of organization of
problem solving
living things,
procedure.
e. understanding basic concepts underlaying
biological phenomena,
f. understanding inquiry approach to teaching
biology.
1.2. Biology
teacher
candidates
understand
pedagogical theories of biology education,
including:
a. understanding the characteristics of the
learners in physical, social, moral,
emotional, intellectual development,
b. understanding theories and principles of
educative teaching and learning processess,
c. undertanding
biology
curriculum
development in high school,
d. understanding biology teaching materials for
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high school and the development,
e. understanding variety of effective and
empathic techniques of communication,
f. understanding the development and use of
media in teaching biology,
g. understanding the variety of strategy,
approaches, and models of biology
instruction,
h. understanding the variety of strategy and
techniques of assessing biology learning
achievement,
2. Capable to take
strategic decision
based on
information and
data
analysis and
provides
direction in
choosing several
alternative
solutions.

2.1. Biology teacher candidates are able to solve
problems to improve students’ and school
performance , including:
a. are able to solve classroom problems and
perform effective educative biology
instruction by using variety of learning
strategies and methods, and media,
b. are able to solve problems related to the
development of potencies, gifts, and talents
of the learners,
c. are able to solve problems related to
effectively
and
emphatically
communication to the learners,
d. are able to assess student achievement in
lerning biology,
e. are able to solve problems related to
students’ achievement.
2.2. Biology teacher candidates understand research
and classrooom action research to improve
teaching and learning biology, including:
a. Planning,
b. Acting and observing,
c. Reflecting.

3. Responsible for
her/his own job
and can be
assigned to take
responsibility of
the attainment of
organization's
performances.

3.1. Biology teacher candidates are responsible to
manage, and control and organize teaching and
learning, including:
a. are able to organize students,
b. are able to organize clasroom,
c. are able to organize teaching materials,
d. are able to organize learning activities.
3.2. Biology teacher candidates are able to work
together with collegeus and school community
to make better performance of the school,
including:
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a. Are able to work collaboratively with other
teachers,
b. Are able to work collaboratively with
parents,
c. Are able to work collaboratively with
school community.
3.3. Biology teacher candidates have a good ethics
and attitudes, and good social competences,
including:
a. performing behaviors suitable to the norm
of religions, law, and socio-cultural,
b. performing behaviors as a honest, good
manner and leader person,
c. performing behaviors as a mature, stable,
wise, and prudent person,
d. performing good workhabit, responsibility,
and proudness to be a teacher,
e. performing high obediency on the ethical
code of teachers.
f. are inclusive, objective, and udiscriminative
to gender, races, physical condition, SES,
and religion of students,
g. are able to communicate effectively to
collegeus, parents, and society,
h. are able to adapt to work in all areas in
Indonesia.
3.4. Biology teacher candidates are able to
continously perform professional development,
including:
a. are able to do a research approach for
instructional development
b. are able to write an academic paper,
c. are able to present orally scientific
presentation,
d. are able to do a lesson study to improve
his/her professional competences.

0.773
0.847
0.899

0.857
0.857
0.872
0.872
0.872
0.872
0.847
0.601

0.854
0.872
0.847

Table 1 shows that almost all of the descreiptors of the IQF level six have high
agreement from the respondets. It means that all descriptors are agreed to be the learning
outcomes of the graduate program of bacheleor of biology teacher program. The higest
agreement is on the competence of understanding research and classrooom action research to
improve teaching and learning biology, and responsible to manage, and control and organize
teaching and learning.
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
Based on the results of the survei, there several competences of bachelor graduate of teacher
education program based on the IQF level six are:
Biology teacher candidates are able to develop longterm program, inquiry-based lesson plan,
and teaching materials,
Biology teacher candidates are able to teach biology in high schools,
Biology teacher candidates are able to use ICT in instructiobnal process,
Biology teacher candidates are able to apply laboratory procedures, equipment, and devices,
Biology teacher candidates are able to evaluate and to improve teaching and learning by using
various techniques and strategies.
Biology teacher candidates understand basic concepts of biology necessary to teaching in high
schools,
Biology teacher candidates understand pedagogical theories of biology education,
Biology teacher candidates are able to solve problems to improve students’ and school
performance
Biology teacher candidates understand research and classrooom action research to improve
teaching and learning biology,
Biology teacher candidates are responsible to manage, control, and develop the classroom and
lesson,
Biology teacher candidates are able to work together with collegeus and school community to
make better performance of the school,
Biology teacher candidates have a good ethics and attitudes, and good social competences,
Biology teacher candidates are able to continously perform professional development.
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